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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS PAPER, we are concerned with the problem of determining the group of 
self-homotopy equivalences of some familiar spaces. We have in mind the following 
spaces: Let ~- be a finite group acting freely and cellulary on a CW-complex with the 
homotopy type of S 2m+1. Removing a point from S2m+1/Tr yields a 2m-complex X. We 
will (theoretically) describe the self-homotopy equivalences of X. (I use the word 
theoretically since the results is given in terms of units in the integral group ring Z Tr 
and certain projective modules over ZTr, and these are far from being completely 
understood.) Once this has been done, it will be fairly straightforward to describe the 
self-homotopy equivalences of $2~+1/7r and of the 2m-complex which results from 
removing more than one point from s2m+l/Tr (i.e. X v v $2~). As one might expect, 
the more points one removes, the easier it is to realize automorphisms of ~r by 
homotopy equivalences. It seems quite nice that this can be phrased as a question in 
Ko(Z~). 
The results can be summarised as follows. First, some standard facts, definitions, 
and notation: If ~r has order n and acts freely on S :m+~, then H:m+1(~r; Z)m Zn. Thus, 
a E Aut ~r acts on H2m+l(~r) via multiplication by an integer ~, where (r~, n) = 1. Given 
(r, n )= 1, let (N, r) be the (projective) left submodule of Z~" generated by the norm 
element N = E g and r.e. For a space Y, let eo(Y) denote the based homotopy 
gE1r 
classes of based self-homotopy equivalences of Y, and let to (Y )  ev> Aut ~r be given 
by ev(.f) = f , :  7rl(Y, y)---> ~rl(Y, y). 
THEOREM. Let  ~r act freely on a CW-complex  homotopy equivalent to S 2m÷1, and let 
X be the 2m-complex  homotopy equivalent o s2m+l/Tr- *. Then 
(i) Eo(S2m+l / ' f f )  ev ) {O/ ~ Aut ~-[r~ = --_1} 
ev 
(ii) There is a short exact sequence 1 ~ U 1 --> eo(X) ~ A ~ 1, where U I = units o f  
augmentat ion + 1 in Z1r, and A = {a E Aut 7rl(N, r~) ~ Z~-}. 
(iii) More generally, there is a short exact sequence 1 --> GL(k  + 1, Z ~r) 1 --> 
k ev 
eo(X v v S 2m) ~ B ~ 1, where GL(k  + 1, ZTr) 1 = those matrices in GL(k  + 1, ZTr) 
1 
whose rows augment o + 1, and B = {a E Aut Irl(N, r~)@(Z1r) ~~ (ZTr)k+l}. 
The proof of the theorem will be carried out in § 1 and §2, and basically consists of 
studying the k-invariant of X fairly carefully. In §3 we give some examples, using 
calculations in [6-8], for some well-known groups which act freely on S 3. 
tPartially supported by NSF Grant No. MSC-8002730. 
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Some comments eem in order. First, result (i) above is surely well known, but I 
have been unable to find an explicit reference. In [3], Olum shows that ev is injective, 
and it is easy to go from his results to this final answer (which he does for lens 
spaces). Secondly, result (ii) in the case of a pseudo-projective plane ( -- 2 -  complex 
homotopy equivalent to a punctured lens space) was proved by Olum [4]. In this case, 
A = Aut (Z,), i.e. all automorphisms of ~r can be realized by self-equivalences, since 
(N,r)~Z(Z,)  for all r[6]. In §3, we give other examples where the full 
automorphism group can be realized. Finally, we will prove this theorem only in the 
case of a free action on S 3 and the resulting 2-complex. Extending to higher 
dimensions is then quite routine--the relevant facts are that ~r~(S2~+~/Tr -*) = 0, 
i = 2 . . . . .  2m -- 1, so that there are no obstructions encountered other than the kinds 
already present in dimension 3. 
I would like to thank G. Glauberman for several helpful discussions, and for 
pointing out the connection between an earlier formulation of this problem and free 
modules. 
§1. K- INVARIANTS AND SELF-EQUIVALENCES 
We first summarize some classical information about k-invariants[1]. Let X be a 
02 01 00 
2-dimensional complex, and let 0 > (?2 > Cj > Z-~ 0 be the augmented chain 
complex of )(, the universal cover of X, so that C~ is a free Z~jX-module,  with rank 
equal to the number of i cells of X. Since H i ( ) ( )= 0, the complex fails to be exact 
only at C2, where ker 02 = H2(X) = ~'2()() = Ir2(X). We may make it exact by adding 
a suitable free module C a and mapping C3 k ~--~ ker a2-~ C2 to kill 
off all 2-cycles. Then k:Ca--~,'tr2X determines a well-defined element [k]E 
H3(TrIX; 1r2X), the first k-invariant of X. 
Suppose we have a basepoint-preserving cellular map 6: X-~X'  inducing a: 
1rlX-~ ~riX' and /3: ~'2X-~ ~2X'. Then 4~ induces the following map on the chain 
complexes of .~ and )('. 
0--> C3--> C2--> C1~ Co-> 7--->0 
IkOnS 
o--, c;--, c~-,  cl--, c;--, z --,o, 
where cb3 is defined to that the diagram commutes, and all ~bi are a-maps. Thus, 
a*([k']) = [k'~b3] = [/3k] =/3.([k]) E H3(~'IX; (~r2X'L). Conversely, if we start maps 
and /3 preserving the k-invariants (a*[k'] =/3.([k])), we can find a cellular map th: 
X ~ X'  inducing a and /3. Simply construct ~b on the 1-cells to induce a. Extend to 
2-cells. If the induced map on ~r2 is not/3, use the fact that k-invariants agree and an 
obvious diagram chase to change the map on the 2-cells to induce/3. 
Now suppose that X is the 2-complex obtained by puncturing a 3-manifold of the 
form $3[7r, where zr is a finite group of order n acting freely on S 3 (S 3 can be replaced 
by something with the same homotopy type). Let p: $3~ $3/7r be projection. We have 
the following well-known facts: The homology of ~ has period 4, with Hj(Tr)= 
~r/[~r, zr], H2(~r)= 0, H3(Tr)-~Zn, H4(Tr)= 0. (We can construct he 4-skeleton of a 
K(~r, 1) by attaching D 4 to $3/7r by p, a map of degree n, to kill 7r3(S3/Tr)-Z). 
Furthermore, since X = S 3 - U D 3, 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~- ~ 7r2(X) ~ 0 is an exact sequence of 
I 
ZTr-modules, identifying ~2(X) as ZTr/(N), where N = Y.g is the norm element. This 
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leads to the isomorphisms 
8 
0--~ HS('tr; "n'2X) ---~ H4('rr; Z)--~ 0 
Ill Ill 
8 
0~H4(zr; ~r2X)--* H3(zr; Z ) -0 .  
Suppose that we want to find a self-homotopy equivalence of X inducing a 
particular automorphism a on 7rj. It is easy to see that this is equivalent to finding a 
self map of X which induces a on ~-~ and an a-automorphism fl on zr2. Any a-map/3: 
~'2X ~ 7r2X can be described by 
0~Z->Z~ 7r2~0 
0-~ Z-~ ZTr ~ 7r2 ~ 0, 
where /3 lifts to an a-map /3', which restricts to /3". If /3'(e)= Engg, then /3'(N)= 
/3'(Eh) = Ea(h)/3'(e)= Ea(h)Engg = EngN, so /3" is just multiplication by Eng. Notice 
h h h g g 
that/3' is not unique, but En~ is (mod n). 
LEMMA 1.1 In the above situation, a and fl preserve the k-invariant of X exactly 
when the automorphism a . :  H3(~r)~ H3(Tr) is multiplication by Eng (mod n). 
Proo[. A diagram chase, By letting C3-~ C~ ~ Zm we can build part of a free, 




O--> Z ~r ~ Z Tr -~ C2-~ Cj ~ Co-~ Z -~0. 
8 
This shows that the connecting homomorphism Ha(1rj; 7r2)----~H4(7"r;Z) takes [k] to 
[El, the class of the augmentation map, which generates H4(~-). The two coefficient 
sequences 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~r ~ ~'2 ~ 0 and 0 ~ Z ~ (Z 7rL ~ (Tr2)a ~ 0 yield 
0-'-~ H3(7"r l ,  "h'2) ) H4(Trl; Z )~0 
0--~ H3(Tr l ;  ('n%)~,) :, H4(zr,; Z )~0 
O~/-/3(7rl; 1r2) ~/-'/4(rrl; Z)~O. 
Thus, 8a*([k]) -- a%([k]) = a*([e]), and 8/3,([k]) =/3,([e]) = [/3"e] = (Eng)[E]. Since 
[e] generates H4(~r), we must have that a* is multiplication by Eng (rood n) if the 
k-invariants are to agree. Dualizing to Ha(w) completes the proof. 
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In order to find a homotopy equivalence inducing a, we need that /3 is an 
isomorphism. This condition can be nicely formulated in terms of free modules. For 
(r, n) = 1, let (N, r) be the projective submodule of Z~r generated by the norm element 
N and r.e. These were studied by Swan in [6], where he showed that (N, r) is free 
( ---- Z~r) if, and only if, there is an element u E Z~r such that e(u) = r and u is a unit in 
Z~r/(N). 
THEOREM 1.2 Let 7r act freely on S 3, and let X be a 2-complex homotopy equivalent 
ev  
to $3/ I r -* .  Then there is a short exact sequence 1 ~ U ~ ~ eo(X) ~ A ~ 1, where 
U ~ = units of augmentation + 1 in ZTr, and A = {a E Aut 7rl(N, r~) ~ ZTr}. 
Proof. We first show that the image of ev is as claimed. From Lemma 1.1, we see 
that an a-map /3: 7r2X~r2X is determined by an element /3(e)= u =En~g which 
augments to r (mod n). Then/3(g) = a(g)/3(e),  :o the image of/3 is generated as an 
abelian group by the set of n elements {a(g)u}sE,, ={gu}ge~. The statement that u is a 
unit in Z 7r/(N) is equivalent to being able to write 1 as a Z-linear combination of these 
elements (mod(N)), which is equivalent to/3 being an isomorphism. 
Now let a be the identity, so that e(u) = 1 (mod n), and u is a unit in Zzr/(N). By 
adding a suitable multiple of N (which does not affect/3), we can assume E(u)= 1, 
which is to say that u is a unit in Z~r. Thus, U I is certainly in the kernel of ev. To see 
l 
that U j is exactly ker(ev), we must show that a based map X ~X inducing the 
identity on 7r~ and ~r2 is homotopic to the identity. 
Obstruction theory tells us that the obstruction d(f, id) to homotoping [ to the 
identity map (rel*) lies in H2(X; "n'2X). From the exact sequence 0~ Z ~ ZTr -~ ~r2X -~ 
0, we obtain 
HE(x) -~ HE(X; Z 7r) -~ H2(X; "tr2) --~ H3(X) = 0. 
Ill Ill 
HI(X)  H2()f; Z) 
Ir2X. 
Since H1X is finite, we have ~r2X ~ H:(X ;  ~r2), and in fact d(f, id) just measures how 
f and id on a Z~rl-generator f Ir2X. Thus, f is homotopic to the identity (rel*). 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 and some simple observations yield 
COROLLARY 1.3. eo(S3/~r)~{a E Aut 7rla acts by +_ 1 on H3(Tr)}. 
Proof. Given a homotopy equivalence f of 83[~, we may assume that there is a 
ball B 3 such that fls3: B3~S3/~r is an embedding, and B 3= f-l(f(B3)). Thus, we can 
remove B 3 and get a homotopy equivalence f: $3/7r - IB 3 ~ $3/7r - /~3 which has degree 
+__ 1 on the boundary 2-sphere. But S3/ , r -B3~-X  and the boundary sphere is a 
generator of ~-2X. Thus, the map induced by f on ~'2X must be /3(e)= +_g, some 
g E zr, so that f .  acts by + 1 on H3(zr). Conversely, if a E Aut 7r acts by + 1 on H3(Tr), 
we can construct a homotopy equivalence inducing e ~ +-g on ,r 2, so that we can 
replace the ball and get a homotopy equivalence on S3/*r. This shows that image (ev) 
is as stated. 
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A degree argument now shows that any homotopy equivalence f inducing the 
identity on ~rl must be homotopic to the identity: Since ¢r2(S3[~r) =0, we can assume 
that f is the identity on the 2-skeleton. An extension of .fl2-ske~eto, t  S3/~r is measured 
by an element of ~r3(S3/~r)~-Z, and the extension corresponding to an integer q in 
• r3(S3/Tr) will have degree 1 + nq, so that only one extension yields a homotopy 
equivalence. This degree argument was given by Olum; in fact, his arguments how 
that ev is a monomorphism, and as already mentioned, this result is basically 
contained in [3]. 
§2. STABLE SELF-EQUIVALENCES 
k 
We now describe the homotopy equivalence of X v v S 2. First, we will find it 
1 
convenient to use a dual module to (N, r). Let (L r) be the ideal of Z~- generated by 
the augmentation ideal I and r.e. Then it is a fact that Homz,~((L r), ZTr) ----(N, r) and 
Homz,~((N, r), ZTr)~(L r). We show the second (and easier) of these statements: 
From [6], (N, r) is generated as a left ZTr-module by u and v, subject o the relations 
xv = v, Vx E 7r, and Nu = rv. Let tb E Homz~((N, r), ZTr). Then ~b(v) is fixed under left 
multiplication by the image of ~b, and rd~(v)= d~(Nu)= N~b(u)= e(qb(u))N. Thus, 
4~(v) - E(dg(U))N,- and we see that ~b is determined by d~(u). Since E(~b(u)) is divisable 
r 
by r, ~b(u) E (L r), proving the statement. Thus, we see that (L r)e(z~-)  k~- (z~') ~+1 if, 
and only if, (N, r)Q(Z~-) k~(Z~-) k+j. We use (L r), since (for our purposes) it seems 
easier to give a criterion for (L r) to be stably free than for (N, r). 
We now proceed just as in §1. For simplicity, we look at the case X v S 2. The 
argument in the case of further S 2 summands i more complicated notationally but is 
identical otherwise. 
Geometrically, X v S z arises from removing two points from S3/Tr, so that 04  
d 
Z > Zzr(~ZTr~Tr2--,0 is an exact sequence of Z~--modules, where the map d is 
given by d(1) = E(g, 0) + E(0, g). Note that {(g, 0)} U {(0, g)} generates Z~r(~Zzr as an 
gear gE~" abelian group. 
As before, we consider an a-map [3: ~r2-~ Ir2, which can be described by 
d 
O~ Z ~ Zzr@Zrr ~ rr2-~O. 
Let [3'(e, 0) = Y.ng(g, 0) + Emg(0, g), [3(0, e) = Erie(g, 0) + Ethg(0, g), so that [3'(h, 0) = 
Y.ng(a(h)g,O)+Emg(O, a(h)g), and similarly for [3'(0, h). We find that [3'( Z (h, 0)+ 
hE~" 
(0, h)) = E{Y~(ng + ag)(a(h)g, O) + E(mg + tfig)(O, a(h)g)} = E(ng + rig)E(h, O) + E(mg + rhg)Y, 
h g g g h g h 
(0, h). In order that /3' induce [3, we need that E(ng + rig) = E(mg + trig), in which case 
g g 
[3" is multiplication by this common value. 
LEMMA 2.1. With the above notation, a and [3 preserve the k-invariant of X v S 2 
precisely when a , :  H3('rr)~H3(~) is multiplication by E(ng + rig) (rood Irrl). 
g 
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6 
Proof. Identical to Lemma 1.1, since we still have Ha('rrl, 71"2) ~H4('rrl; Z). 
The question now becomes one of arranging for/3 to be an isomorphism. Let a ,  
be multiplication by r. If we pick a basis for Z~rt~)Z~r so that d(1) is the first basis 
element, the matrix for/3' becomes 
r ? . . . ?  ) 
0. matrix 
0 for/3 
Thus, we see that/3 is an isomorphism if, and only if, det(/3') --- -+r. 
Now return to the more symmetric basis for Z~r~Zzr, namely {(g, 0)} U {(0, g)}, so 
that the matrix for/3' looks like 
a(h') 
c~( h ') 
• . . f ta (h - lh ' )  . . . t~a(h- lh '  ) . . • 
~ . . . ma(h- lh  ,) . ma(h Ih ' ) .  • "/ 
A simple calculation shows that the upper I~r I rows are permutations of a given row 
by the action of left multiplication by elements of ~r, and similarly for the bottom 
rows• In other words, the Z-span of the 21#1 rows is exactly the Z~'-span of the two 
elements x = ~,n~th-b(h, O) + ~,~<h-b(O, h) and y = 5~m~th-b(h, O) + Y~,,th-b(O, h). 
Define an augmentation e: ZzrOZrr ~ Z by ¢(Yng(g, 0) + Emg(0, g)) = E(n 8 + mg). 
Then e(x) = e(y) = r. If we let ~b: ZTreZ1r~Z,  be the composition of e and reduction 
modulo r, then the ZTr-span of {x, y} lies in ker ~b. 
Now assume that /3 is an isomorphism, so that det ( /3 ' )=- r .  We have that 
Z~r{x, y} C ker 4~ C Z~rOZ~r, and both ZTr{x, y} and ker ~b have index r in ZTrGZrr. 
Therefore, Z1r{x, y} = ker ~b. Since Z~h{x, y} ~ (ZTr) 2, we have ker ~b ~ (ZTr) 2. 
But ker ~b is a thinly disguished version of (L r)GZTr. Since an element (a, b )E  
Z~rGZTr is in ker ~b exactly when E(x)+ e(y) = 0 (mod r), the map (a, b)~-~ (a + b, b) 
is obviously an isomorphism ker cb -~ (I, r)~)Z~r. We have therefore proved that/3 is 
an a-isomorphism, so that a self-homotopy equivalence of X v S 2 inducing a E Aut 7r 
exists, precisely when (L r)OZTr ~ (Z~r) 2. In fact, a little thought along the same lines 
as Theorem 1.2 yields the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ~r act freely on S 3, and let X be a 2-complex homotopy 
equivalent o S3/~r- *. Then there is a short exact sequence 
k e~ 
1-->GL(k+l ,Z~r) l -~eo(Xv  S 2) ~B~I ,  
1 
where GL(k + 1, Z1r) ~ consists of those matrices in GL(k + 1, Zzr) whose rows aug- 
ment to + 1, and B = {a E Aut 7rl(N, r~)~(ZTr) k ~ (Zzr)k+l}. 
Remarks. (1) Of course, GL(1,ZIr)  ~= U 1. (2) We have a criterion for 
(L r)•(ZTr) k ~(Z~r)k+l; namely, that there exist an element of [Mk+Lg+~(Z~r)]" which 
defines an automorphism of (ZTr)k+l/(N). 
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§3. SOME EXAMPLES 
What is the extent to which we can realize automorphisms of ~" by homotopy 
equivalences of $3/7r, X = $3/Ir - *, or X v v $2? 
(a) ~" = Z,. If t~ ~Aut(Z, ) ,  then a is multiplication by r, where (r, n )= 1. This 
translates, via cup product and duality, to multiplication by r 2 on H3(Z,), giving the 
classical result that a is realizable by a homotopy equiva'.ence of L(n, q) exactly when 
r 2 ~- -+ l(mod n). Since (N, r) ~- Z (Z , )  for all r, removing a point from L(n,  q) allows all 
automorphisms to be realized. In [4], Olum also provides a great deal of information 
about U 1. 
Once we leave cyclic groups, modules over Z~- become much more involved. If 
a E Aut ~- acts by -1  on H3(~-), the corresponding homotopy equivalence of sa/Tr 
would be orientation reversing. If we assume rr C SO(4) (no other examples are 
known) and exclude lens spaces, no orientation reversing homotopy equivalences 
exist[2]. Thus, eo(S3/Tr)~ {or E Aut ~rla acts trivially on Ha( 'n - )} .  If a acts non-trivially 
on H3(~), we need information about the corresponding (N, r )C  ZTr to determine 
whether a can be realized on X or Xv  vS  2. Using [7] and [8], we can give 
reasonably good answers for many of the well-known subgroups of SO(4) which act 
freely on S 3. We follow the notation in [8]: 
(b) ~" = Dr,, n odd prime. Swan[7] has shown that all (N, r) are free, so all 
automorphisms can be realized on X. 
~r= D~ ~(a ,  blat = b2, aba = b>, t >_3. 
For t = 3(7r = ordinary quanternion group) we have [6, Prop. 8.3] that every automor- 
phism induces the identity on H3(zr)= Zs. If t->4, then ([6], Proposition 8.1) every 
automorphism has the form a ~-~ a', b ~ aib, s odd, and induces (.s 2) on H3(zr) ~ Z2,. 
But from ([8], Theorem 6) we see that (N, r) is stably free if, and only if, r - _+ s 2 
k 
(mod 2t). Thus, all automorphisms are realizable on X v V S 2 if k is large enough. 
I 
(c) ~r = T*, v -> 2, order 8.3 v. Then (N, r) is stably free ¢:> r ~- - s 2 (mod 8.3v),[8]. 
To compute the effect of an automorphism on H3(~r), it is enough to check it on the 
Sylow subgroups. The 2-Sylow here is D*, so the action on H3(D*) is trivial. The 
3-Sylow is cyclic, so the effect there is multiplication by a square. Thus, the effect on 
H3(~r) is multiplication by a square, and therefore the relevant (N, r) are stably free. 
The three groups T*, O*, I* (binary tetrahedral, octahedral, icosohedral) of order 
24, 48 and 120 respectively give some very pretty examples: 
(d) 7r = T* = (x, ylx 2 = (xy)  3 = y3, x 4 ___ 1). Since the 3-Sylow is Z3, and the 2-Sylow 
is D*, every automorphism acts trivially on H3(T*), so the full automorphism group 
can be realized as homotopy equivalences of the binary tetrahedral space. Letting 
T = (x, ylx 2 = (xy) 3 = y3 = 1) be the tetrahedral group, we have 1 ""~ Z2"~ T*~ T---> 1. 
Using the above presentations, it is not hard to show that Aut (T* )mAut (T )m 
Aut (A4) ---- 5e4, the full symmetry group (including reflections) of the tetrahedron. 
+ 
(e) ~r = O* = (x, ylx 2 = (xy) 3 = y4 ,  x 4 ___ 1>. 
Since the 2-Sylow is D*6, an automorphism can act on H3(D*6)~-]7/16 by 1 or 9-= 25, 
and thus an automorphism of O* acts on H3(O*) ~ Z48 by either 1 or 25. From [8], we 
see that (N, 25) is stably free. To see whether (N, 25) is relevant, we describe 
Aut (O*). 
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Letting O = (x, ylx 2= (xy) 3= y4= l) be the octahedral group, we have a central 
P 
extension 1- ,  72---> O*  --~ O-->1. Now every automorphism of O~6e4 is inner, so 
Ant (O*) P-~) Ant (O) = 6e4 is clearly onto. Suppose ~b ~ ker (p,). Then <b(x) = x or 
xEx = x -1 and ~b(y) = y or x2y. It is easy to check that only the identity and ~b(x) = x -1, 
t~(y)----x2y preserve the relations in O*, and that the non-trivial ~b in ker (p,) is an 
involution. Therefore, we have a split exact sequence 1--> O ~ Inn (O*)->Aut (O*)-> 
Out (O*) ---- Z2-~ 1. Since Ant (O)= Inn(O), the Z2 must act via an inner automor- 
phism of O, and therefore Ant (O*) ~ O × Z2, which again is the full symmetry group 
of the octahedron. 
To see how the non-trivial element ~b of Out (O*) acts on H3(O*), note that the 
subgroup (x, y2x) generates D8 in O, so that (x, yEx) generates D~'6 in O*. In O*, 
(y2x)4= x2, so that (y2x)5= y2x3= y2x-~. Thus, we see that q~(y2x)=x2yx~yx-I= 
y2x-l = (y2x)5 and 4~(x)= x-1= x 3= (y2x)4x. Referring to (b) above, ~b induces multi- 
plication by 25 on H3(D*6), and hence (.25) on H3(O*) .  Thus, 4~ cannot be realized by a 
homotopy equivalence of the binary octahedral space, but puncturing it some number 
of times will allow ~b to be realized. I do not know how many punctures are required. 
(f) 17" = I* = (x, yl x2 = (xy) 3 = yS, x 4 = 1). 
This is similar to (e). We sketch the answer and refer to [5] for details. 
From 1-->72-->I*-+I-)1 and the fact that I*=[I* , I*] ,  we find that Aut ( I * )~ 
Ant ( I )~  Ant (As)----b~5. This case differs from (d) and (e) in that the full symmetry 
group of the icosohedon is not ~5 but rather A5 × Z2. 
Now I* ~-SL(2, 5), and the non-trivial outer automorphism ~b can be taken to be 
conjugation by - - (20  1)- E GL(2,5). Examining the Sylow subgroups, we find that ~b 
induces -1  on H3(Zs), and + 1 on H3(Z3) and H3(D~), so that th induces (.49) on 
/-/3(1") ~ Z~20. Swan[7] has shown that (N, r )~  Z(I*) if, and only if, r =-_+ l(mod 8). 
Thus, (N, 49) is actually free, so that puncturing the dodecahedral space just once 
allows us to realize the outer automorphism by a homotopy equivalence. 
It would be nice to show that some of the stably free modules above are not 
actually free, so that there would b6 examples where we are forced to add S 2 
summands to the 2-complex in order to construct homotopy equivalences. Also, it 
would be nice to find examples where (N, r) is not stably free, and (.r) is induced by 
an element of Aut zr. For instance, Swan[6] showed that (N, 17) is not free in 
Z(D* × Z3), and Thomas[8] showed it is not even stably free. However, every 
automorphism of D~ × Z3 induces the identity on H3. Does such an example xists, or 
are all automorphisms induced by homotopy equivalences of a suitable X v v $2? 
Note added in proof. The relevant modules in (b) and (e) above are actually free [7], so that only one puncture is 
required. 
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